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Abstract

Objective: An experienced sonographer can by listening to the Doppler audio signals perceive various timbres that distinguish different types of umbilical artery flow despite an unchanged pulsatility index (PI). Our aim was to develop an objective measure of the Doppler audio signals recorded from fetoplacental circulation in a sheep model.

Methods: Various degrees of pathological flow velocity waveforms in the umbilical artery, similar to those in human complicated pregnancies, were induced by microsphere embolization of the placental bed (embolization model, 7 lamb fetuses, 370 Doppler recordings) or by fetal hemodilution (anemia model, 4 lamb fetuses, 184 recordings). A subjective 11-step operator auditory scale (OAS) was related to conventional Doppler parameters, PI and time average mean velocity (TAM), and to sound frequency analysis of Doppler signals (sound frequency with the maximum energy content [MAXpeak] and frequency band at maximum level minus 15 dB [MAXpeak-15 dB] over several heart cycles).

Results: We found a negative correlation between the OAS and PI: median Rho = -0.73 (range -0.35– -0.94) and -0.68 (range -0.57– -0.78) in the two lamb models, respectively. There was a positive correlation between OAS and TAM in both models: median Rho 0.80 (range 0.58–0.95) and 0.90 (range 0.78–0.95), respectively. A strong correlation was found between TAM and the results of sound spectrum analysis; in the embolization model the median r was 0.91 (range 0.88–0.97) for MAXpeak and 0.91 (range 0.82–0.98) for MAXpeak-15 dB. In the anemia model, the corresponding values were 0.92 (range 0.78–0.96) and 0.96 (range 0.89–0.98), respectively.

Conclusion: Audio-spectrum analysis reflects the subjective perception of Doppler sound signals in the umbilical artery and has a strong correlation to TAM-velocity. This information might be of importance for clinical management of complicated pregnancies as an addition to conventional Doppler parameters.

Introduction

Doppler ultrasonography is routinely used in the surveillance of high-risk pregnancies to identify growth-restricted fetuses with impaired placental circulation and to detect imminent fetal asphyxia [1]. Blood velocity waveforms recorded from the umbilical artery reflect the placental resistance, which is related to fetal well-being. Pulsatility index (PI), derived from the velocity envelope of the Doppler spectrum, is one of the standard methods to characterize the flow velocity waveform [2,3]. However, according to our experience, by listening to the Doppler signals from the umbilical artery, an experienced sonographer might be able to further differentiate between the Doppler audio-signals recorded from umbilical arteries of two fetuses with identical PI values, but still different clinical outcome. Additional information provided by the auditory information might be of importance for clinical management, e.g. by better timing of delivery. In fetuses with intrauterine growth restriction in the third trimester of pregnancy, delivery is recommended if the circulation in the umbilical artery shows high resistance with absent or reverse end-
diastolic flow [1]. However, in fetuses with positive end-diastolic flow and increased PI, the timing of delivery is not always obvious and more data on hemodynamics in the umbilical circulation might be useful.

The quality and reliability of fetal Doppler examinations is a matter of experience and skills in optimizing the recording. This includes recognizing the timbre of the sound. To enable a wider application of the auditory control of Doppler signal, we tried to develop an objective measure of the audio signals. In two experimental fetal lamb models, we have investigated whether analysis of Doppler audio signals would provide additional information on blood circulation in the umbilical artery. Specifically, we have studied how the subjective auditory classification and sound frequency analysis of Doppler sound signals relate to conventional Doppler parameters, PI and time average mean velocity (TAM).

**Materials and Methods**

**Experimental Fetal Lamb Models**

The experimental studies were approved by the Animal Ethics Research Committee at the Lund University (protocols M 187-04 and M 189-07).

Two experimental models employing lamb fetuses were used for induction of blood flow changes in the umbilical artery similar to those observed in human fetuses with intrauterine asphyxia.

**Model I: Increased vascular resistance by embolization of the placental circulation.** Eight pregnant ewes with nine lamb fetuses were studied. All ewes were near term with the median gestational age 133 days (range 133–137). The mean birth weight...
of lambs was 4.2 kg (range 2.4–5.0). One lamb fetus was used for establishing the experimental model and set-up. Another fetus was excluded due to acidemia during the control period. The study group thus consisted of seven lamb fetuses.

The pregnant ewes were intubated after thiopental induction of anesthesia, subsequently maintained by isoflurane supplemented by ketamine infusion. A midline laparotomy was performed, the uterus was palpated, the hind leg of the fetus localized and exposed through a small uterotomy. A small skin incision was made in the groin of the fetus, the femoral artery was exposed and a polyvinyl catheter inserted into the descending aorta to a distance of 10 cm. The catheter was used for monitoring arterial blood pressure, obtaining blood samples, and for infusion of microspheres. Vascular resistance in the placenta was increased by stepwise embolization through injection of 0.5 ml Sephadex G-25 microspheres (12.5 mg/ml) in the fetal descending aorta every 10 min. Doppler velocimetry in the umbilical artery was performed before and immediately after each microsphere injection. Blood samples for fetal arterial pH and blood gases were taken before the first injection of microspheres and then repeatedly during the experiment.

Model II: Hyperdynamic circulation by inducing fetal anemia. Three pregnant ewes with six lamb fetuses were included. One fetus was excluded due to severe intraoperative bleeding and another one due to acidemia before the start of experimental procedure. In the remaining four fetuses, all near term (median gestational age 137 days; range 136–138) intrauterine anemia was induced.

The surgical procedure was similar to that in the embolization model except that the neck was exposed and arterial catheter was inserted directly in the carotid artery. The catheter was used for monitoring arterial blood pressure, withdrawal of blood and blood sampling. In addition, catheterization of the ipsilateral jugular vein was done. The vein catheter was used for infusion of Ringer’s acetate solution and 6% dextran solution in proportion 1:1. Withdrawal of 20 ml fetal arterial blood and simultaneous infusion of a corresponding fluid volume in the vein were done to induce fetal anemia. During the infusion and 5 min after, several recordings of umbilical artery Doppler signals were performed. The procedure was repeated every fifteen minutes.

In both models, the experiments continued until asystole of the fetus. After asystole, the lamb fetus was delivered by cesarean section and terminated with an intracardiac injection of potassium chloride. The uterus and abdomen of the ewe were closed and the ewe transferred to the recovery room.

Doppler Ultrasound Recording

Doppler recordings of the umbilical artery flow signals were performed using a Philips HDI 5000 ultrasound system (Philips Medical Systems, Bothell, WA) with a linear 12–5 MHz transducer. The transmitted Doppler ultrasound frequency was 6 MHz. The transducer was placed directly on the wall of the uterus and the signals were recorded from the mid-portion of the umbilical cord. Pulsed-wave Doppler ultrasound supported by directional color Doppler was used, the angle of insonation always set to be as low as possible, never exceeding 30°. The sample volume size was chosen to cover the entire vessel cross-section and the high pass filter was set to be as low as possible. The PI was calculated automatically by the ultrasound machine and displayed on the screen (Fig. 1). Doppler spectra were stored both on the hard disk of the ultrasound equipment and on a digital video recorder together with Doppler audio-signals for further off-line analysis.

In total, 370 Doppler recordings with video and audio signals were stored and analyzed in the embolization model, and 104 in the anemia model. The number of recordings in the individual fetuses ranged 34–88 and 32–72 in the embolization and anemia models, respectively. Each recording with optimal quality lasted for 3–8 s. The Doppler-audio information was extracted and saved as wav-files at a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz.

Operator Auditory Classification

One experienced operator (AT) graded the audio Doppler signals on a scale from one to eleven, one representing the most abnormal and eleven the normal signal. Subsequently, the same operator evaluated once more all audio signals, this time simultaneously observing the graphic display of Doppler spectra (the sonogram). The same scale (1 to 11) was used for grading the signals. The evaluation of the audio recordings and spectra was performed blindly and in random order.

Calculation of Time Average Mean Velocity (TAM)

For digital analysis of the recorded audio signals, successive power density spectra (PDS) in the form of a sonogram were calculated. Welch’s method [4] was used to reduce the amplitude variability of the spectrum: The signal was divided into smaller segments of 2,048 samples each, with an overlap of 50%. Each segment was windowed by a Hanning window and then fast Fourier transformed. Successive spectra were displayed as a sonogram with a scale in Hz. The following steps were further employed to convert the scale to velocity. As the maximum velocity that can be detected by a pulsed Doppler system, \( v_{\text{max}} \) relates to half the pulse repetition frequency, \( f_{\text{PRF}} \), the following relation holds for the smallest velocity increment, \( v_{\text{min}} \), and the smallest frequency increment (i.e. the frequency bin size of the sonogram \( f_{\text{bin}} \)), here 44,100/2,048 Hz:

\[
\frac{v_{\text{min}}}{2v_{\text{max}}} = \frac{f_{\text{bin}}}{f_{\text{PRF}}}
\]
Figure 4. Operator auditory scale and pulsatility index for individual Doppler recordings in the embolization model. Green line: pulsatility index (PI), based on the conventional analysis of Doppler spectrum (right y-axis); red line: sonographer’s auditory perception; blue line: auditory perception supported by visual presentation of the spectrum (left y-axis); n: number of observations per lamb.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0064033.g004

Figure 5. Operator auditory scale and pulsatility index for individual Doppler recordings in the anemia model. For explanations see the legend of figure 4.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0064033.g005
Figure 6. Operator auditory scale and time average mean velocity for individual Doppler recordings in the embolization model. Green line: time average mean velocity (TAM) (right y-axis); red line: sonographer’s auditory perception; blue line: auditory perception supported by visual presentation of the spectrum (left y-axis); n: number of observations per lamb. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0064033.g006

Figure 7. Operator auditory scale and time average mean velocity for individual Doppler recordings in the anemia model. For explanations see the legend of figure 6. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0064033.g007
employed Doppler ultrasound frequency, here 6 MHz, the factor needed to multiply each frequency was found as

\[ k = \frac{c \cdot f_{\text{bin}}}{f_0} \]

where \( c \) is the sound velocity in tissue, 1,540 m/s [6], and \( f_0 \) is the employed Doppler ultrasound frequency, here 6 MHz, the factor \( k \) needed to multiply each frequency was found as

\[ k = \frac{c \cdot f_{\text{bin}}}{f_0} \]

The consistency of the velocity scale was ensured by comparing peak systolic velocities presented by the ultrasound equipment and those derived from the audio signal.

The average velocity values for each segment were calculated from the sampled audio files as the ratio between the first and last complete cycle. To be included in the analysis, at least two complete heart cycles were required. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was performed on the spectrum using a Hanning window with a 2,048 step size. The FFTs were analyzed in the frequency range 150 Hz [limit of the earphones used in clinical setting by the sonographer] to 6,008 Hz (frequency of the band stop of the recording). Two auditory prominent features were identified within this frequency range: the frequency band (in Hz) with the maximum energy content; \( \text{MAX}_{\text{peak-15 dB}} \): frequency band at maximum energy level minus 15 dB. **Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Rho);**

**Table 1.** Correlation between operator auditory scale, Doppler spectrum parameters and sound spectrum analysis of umbilical artery Doppler recordings in the fetal lamb embolization model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doppler spectrum</th>
<th>Sound spectrum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAM</td>
<td>MAX(_{\text{peak}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auditory scale*</td>
<td>(0.58–0.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM**</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.67–0.90)</td>
<td>(0.34–0.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI**</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.67–0.90)</td>
<td>(0.34–0.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX(_{\text{peak}})**</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values are medians (ranges) of the individual correlation coefficients. TAM: time average mean velocity; PI: pulsatility index; MAX\(_{\text{peak}}\): sound frequency with maximum energy content; MAX\(_{\text{peak-15 dB}}\): frequency band at maximum energy level minus 15 dB.

**Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Rho);**

**Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r).**

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0064033.t001

With the combination of the expression for maximum velocity in a pulsed Doppler system [5]

\[ v_{\text{max}} = \frac{c \cdot f_{\text{PRF}}}{4f_0} \]

The agreement between the two subjective operator analyses is

\[ \text{Rho} = 0.90 \]

between auditory scale and TAM, median Rho 0.80 (range 0.78–0.95) in the individual fetuses 0.49–0.89 and median Rho 0.87, range 0.76–0.90, for the embolization and the anemia models, respectively). The agreement between the two subjective operator analyses is

\[ \text{Rho} = 0.90 \]

with the 0.90, for the embolization and the anemia models, respectively).

**Table 2.** Correlation between operator auditory scale, Doppler spectrum parameters and sound spectrum analysis of umbilical artery Doppler recordings in the fetal lamb anemia model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doppler spectrum</th>
<th>Sound spectrum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAM</td>
<td>MAX(_{\text{peak}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>0.78–0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auditory scale*</td>
<td>(-0.57–0.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM**</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.67–0.90)</td>
<td>(0.78–0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI**</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.56–0.84)</td>
<td>(0.71–0.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX(_{\text{peak}})**</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values are medians (ranges) of the individual correlation coefficients. TAM: time average mean velocity; PI: pulsatility index; MAX\(_{\text{peak}}\): sound frequency with maximum energy content; MAX\(_{\text{peak-15 dB}}\): frequency band at maximum energy level minus 15 dB.

**Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Rho);**

**Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r).**

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0064033.t002

The agreement between the two subjective operator analyses is

\[ \text{Rho} = 0.90 \]

with the 0.90, for the embolization and the anemia models, respectively).

**Table 1.** Correlation between operator auditory scale, Doppler spectrum parameters and sound spectrum analysis of umbilical artery Doppler recordings in the fetal lamb embolization model.

**Results**

Figures 2 and 3 show examples of the individual auditory analyses of Doppler sound signals recorded from fetuses with normal and severely abnormal umbilical artery blood flow, respectively. The operator classified these recordings as “grade 11” and “grade 3”, respectively, and the corresponding TAM values were 17.0 cm/s and 3.5 cm/s.

There was a significant correlation between the graded classification by the sonographer’s auditory perception and that by auditory perception supported by visual presentation of the spectrum (median Rho 0.76, range of the coefficients for individual fetuses 0.49–0.89 and median Rho 0.87, range 0.76–0.90, for the embolization and the anemia models, respectively). The agreement between the two subjective operator analyses is also illustrated in figures 4, 5, 6, 7.

A negative correlation was found between the operator’s classification of sound (auditory scale) and PI. In the embolization model, median Rho was -0.73 (range of the coefficients for individual lamb fetuses -0.35–-0.94) (Table 1) and in the anemia model, the corresponding median Rho was -0.68 (range -0.57–-0.78) (Table 2). There was a positive correlation between auditory scale and TAM, median Rho 0.90 (range 0.58–0.95) and median Rho 0.90 (range 0.78–0.95) in the

Sound Spectrum Analysis

The sound spectrum analysis of the audio files was done using the computer software Adobe Audition (version 3.0) (Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, CA). Only time windows encompassing complete heart cycles were analyzed, i.e. windows from the systolic onset of the first complete cycle to the end diastolic velocity of the last complete cycle. To be included in the analysis, at least two complete heart cycles were required. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was performed on the spectrum using a Hanning window.

\[ \text{with a 0.90 step size. The FFTs were analyzed in the frequency range 150 Hz [limit of the earphones used in clinical setting by the sonographer] to 6,008 Hz (frequency of the band stop of the recording]. Two auditory prominent features were identified within this frequency range: the frequency band (in Hz) with the maximum energy content (MAX}_{peak} and the high frequency cut-off (MAX}_{peak-15 dB} [8]. The high-frequency cut-off was defined as the frequency band at which the energy level had decreased by 15 dB from its maximum level. Pearson’s correlation coefficient and Spearman’s coefficient of
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embolization and anemia model, respectively. A still stronger correlation was found between TAM and the results of sound spectrum analyses. In the embolization model, for MAX peak the median r was 0.91 (range 0.88–0.97) and for MAX peak-15 dB 0.91 (range 0.82–0.98). In the anemia model, the corresponding r values were 0.92 (range 0.78–0.96) and 0.96 (range 0.89–0.90), respectively.

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the relation between the operator auditory analysis and PI in individual lamb fetuses for the embolization and anemia models, respectively. The corresponding relation between the auditory analysis and TAM is shown in figures 6 and 7.

The results of the sound spectrum analysis in the two models are presented in figure 8, where MAX peak and MAX peak-15 dB are shown in relation to PI and TAM for the embolization and anemia models, respectively.

Discussion

We found that the subjectively perceived timbre of Doppler sound signals significantly correlated both with PI and TAM-velocity, the correlation for the latter variable being stronger. In clinical obstetrics, PI, calculated from the envelope of blood velocity Doppler signals recorded from umbilical artery, is a well-established tool for surveillance of high-risk pregnancies. However, this index only provides indirect information on the hemodynamics and resistance to flow in the placenta. A measure more closely associated to umbilical blood flow might provide valuable additional information. In our study, using an analysis of the sound spectrum, we have developed an objective measure characterizing the sound signals. The results of the sound analysis correlated significantly with the results of subjective audio classification by an experienced sonographer.

Two different lamb models have been used to establish various degrees of pathological flow velocity waveforms, similar to those seen in clinical examinations of complicated pregnancies. The embolization model was designed to mimic the situation in pregnancies with intrauterine growth restriction caused by placental pathology giving increased resistance to blood flow in umbilical arteries [9–12]. The fetal anemia model attempted to reproduce hyperdynamic fetal circulation in fetuses with low hematocrit, e.g. in cases of isoimmunization or parvovirus B19 infection [13]. Previously, in non-hydropic fetuses of isoimmunized pregnancies, a significant positive correlation was reported between the deviation in hemoglobin concentration and in TAM recorded from the fetal descending aorta [14]. In our experimental study, unambiguous results of the sound frequency analyses have been seen in both models. However, as the changes in umbilical artery flow velocity waveforms have been induced as an acute procedure in the lamb models, this might not necessarily reflect the changes in human pregnancies, where the underlying pathological mechanisms develop chronically. Nevertheless, the perceived timbre of Doppler audio signals in our experimental study resembled very closely to that perceived by the operator in clinical situations.

The results of Doppler examinations of umbilical artery flow velocity in human pregnancies are dependent on the quality of the primary signals. In order to achieve optimal quality and reproducibility it is important to use a standardized examination protocol and to avoid possible errors due to technical and/or biological pitfalls. Some of the most common errors and pitfalls in human examinations, e.g. fetal breathing movements and fetal general movements were minimized as the lamb fetuses were under general anesthesia. Uterine contractions might affect the placental circulation, however, the pregnant ewe has a flaccid uterus and, during the experiments, no discernible contractions were noticed.

Based on the clinical experience that Doppler audio signals recorded from the umbilical artery can vary between fetuses, in

![Figure 8. Sound spectrum analysis in the embolization and anemia models, respectively. PI: pulsatility index; TAM: time average mean velocity; blue symbols: maximum energy content (MAXpeak); green symbols: frequency band at maximum energy level minus 15 dB (MAXpeak-15 dB). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0064033.g008](image)
spite of no obvious differences in PI, we have tried to find an equivalent to the subjective auditory perception. The best correlation was found between the auditory classification and TAM-velocity. TAM, i.e. time-averaged weighted mean, reflects the blood flow as it is based on the total content of the Doppler shift spectrum as captured by the ultrasound equipment and is used for calculation of volume flow [15,16]. The volume flow estimation is hampered by errors both in vessel diameter measurements and in the estimation of TAM [17]. TAM in itself has not been used clinically to characterize the fetoplacental circulation, probably because of its instability and dependence on acquisition circumstances [18].

The operator auditory classification of the Doppler audio signals demonstrated a strong correlation to TAM-velocity and also to the results of sound spectrum analyses (MAXpeak and MAXpeak-15 dB). There was also a highly significant correlation between the TAM and the sound spectrum parameters, suggesting that the operator listens to spectral characteristics in the audio signals that are captured by the two objective analysis methods. In the sound spectrum analysis, two prominent features related to auditory perception of sounds were identified – a frequency band with the maximum energy content and a band with the high frequency cut-off. These spectrum features were selected based on previous studies suggesting that we humans listen to spectral peaks in a frequency range that is still closely related to the perception of the cut-off frequency. The sound spectrum analysis was made using at least two (mostly more than 8–10) complete heart cycles. The use of several heart cycles increases the robustness of the method in comparison to any analysis made on single selected cycles which is the case when estimating the TAM.

Processing data containing frequencies has to be done carefully with thoroughness considering some prerequisite, e.g. that the insonation angle is as low as possible. The Doppler shift is also dependent on the center frequency of the ultrasound pulse. Therefore, the choice of transducer and its transmitting frequency will affect the perceived sound. For a general use of MAXpeak and MAXpeak-15 dB these measures need to be normalized according to the transmitted ultrasound frequency.

In summary, we have found in animal models that audio spectrum analysis reflects the subjective perception of Doppler sound signals and the TAM-velocity estimated in the Doppler shift spectrum recorded from the umbilical artery. Whether or not the two new parameters (MAXpeak and MAXpeak-15 dB) can improve the predictive value of Doppler examinations in high-risk pregnancies should be evaluated in prospective clinical studies.
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